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1. Introduction 
It has been known that some traces left behind by syntactic movement behave as if 
they are a full copy of the moved constituent, and other traces behave as if they have no 
internal syntactic structures (cf. Chomsky 1977a, Longobardi 1979, van Riemsdijk and 
Williams 1981, Barss 1986, among many others). It is not yet clear, however, exactly when 
and why traces behave in one way, and when and why they behave the other way. As a step 
toward the proper understanding of the nature of traces, in this squib, I will consider 
reconstruction effects in English from the view point of a copy theory of movement. In the 
discussions in section 2 through section 4, I will assume the following clause structure 
proposed in Chomsky (1986): [ep C [1p Subject I [vp V Object]]]. In section 5, I will take up 
an issue arising from the Split Infl Hypothesis and the Internal Subject Hypothesis. Section 
6 concludes the paper. 
2. Reconstruction Effects 
In this section, I present sets of data that any theory of reconstruction effects must 
account for. 
2.1. A-bar movement 
The standard binding conditions along the lines of (1) are supposed to be responsible 
for the (im)possibilities of anaphoric relations illustrated by the sentences in (2) through (4) 
(Chomsky 1981, 1986). Note that the underlined items in each example are intended to be 
anaphorically related. 
(1) Binding Conditions 
(2) 
(3) 
A: A anaphor must be bound in a local domain. 
B: A pronominal must be free in a local domain. 






~ likes pictures of~. 
* [~'s father] likes pictures of~. 
* ~ believes that John likes pictures of~. 
* Mary likes ,ilia:. 
[Mary's father] likes bg. 
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(4) 




* ~ likes those pictures of~-
[Her father] likes those pictures of Mazy.. 
* .s.h.e believes that John likes those pictures of~-
In each triplet above, the contrast between the (a) sentence and the (b) sentence shows the 
relevance of c-command to the Binding Conditions, and the existence vs. absence of the 
contrast in grammaticality between (a) and (c) indicates whether or not locality plays a role in 
each condition: Condition A and B are sensitive to locality, but Condition C is not. 
There is a series of well-known (apparent) exceptions for the standard binding 
conditions. Consider the examples in (S) (cf. Van Riemsdijk and Williams 1981, Chomsky 
1981, Barss 1986, etc.). 
(5) a. [Which picture of herself] do you thiJ?.k Mary likes t? 
b. *? [Which picture of Mary] do you think she likes t? 
In (Sa), the anaphor herself appears not to be c-commanded by its antecedent Mary. The 
sentence is nevertheless grammatical. (Sb ), on the other hand, is ungrammatical despite that 
it appears to obey all binding conditions (and other known principles of grammar). What is 
common among these examples is that their grammaticality could be accounted for if we 
allowed the fronted phrase to act as if it were in the trace position. For example, if which 
picture of herself were in the trace position, (Sa) would be analogous to grammatical (2a) in 
the relevant respects, accounting for its grammaticality. This kind of "as if effect" is know 
as a reconstruction effect or syntactic connectivity. 1 The following sentences with 
topicalization also exhibit reconstruction effects with respect to the binding conditions. 
(6) Condition A Case 
a. Himself, I think .fuhn likes t. 
b. Pictures of~' I knew ~ likes t. 
(7) Condition B Case 
*Him, I think fuhn likes t. 
( cf. :Y1:Iim .klhn thinks that Mary likes. (Williams 1986: 288)) 
(8) Condition C Case 
a. * fuhn, I think he likes t. 
b. * Pictures of~, I know she likes t. 
Another instance of syntactic connectivity has to do with Weak Crossover, whose 
(standard) descriptive generalization is given in (9) (cf. Wasow 1972, Reinhart 1983, 
Koopman and Sportiche 1983, Safir 1984, Lasnik and Stowell1991, among others). 
(9) Weak Crossover Constraint 
For a pronoun P to have anaphoric relation with Q (QP, wh-phrase ), 
P must be c-commanded by T, the Case-marked trace of Q, at LF. 








WhQ loves his mother? 
* WhQ does his mother love? 
Everyone loves his mother. 
* His mother loves everyone. 
In (lOa) the wh-trace c-commands the intended bound pronoun his at LF, while in (lOb) it 
does not. Similarly, (assuming LF Quantifier Raising) the trace of the QP c-commands his 
at LF in (lla), but not in (llb). (lOb) and (llb) therefore violate the Weak Crossover 
Constraint in (9) (under the interpretation that his is anaphorically related to who or everyone). 
At first glance, the examples in (12) also appear to violate (9). Nevertheless, they 
are grammatical. 
(12) a. Which of~ parents do you think that every man likes t best? 
(Lebeaux 1990: 319) 
b. Which of his poems would every poet like to read t? 
(Van Riemsdijk and Williams 1981: 188) 
c. Which of his pictures does everyone like t best? 
d. (?)His latest pictures, every man showed t to his wife. 
These sentences would satisfy the Weak Crossover Constraint if the wh-phrases were at the 
trace positions. 
To summarize, the hollowing generalization seems to hold: An A-bar chain always 
(i.e. obligatorily) exhibits reconstruction effects. 
2.2. A-movement 
Although a standard assumption has been that A-chain does not exhibit 
reconstruction effects (Van Riemsdijk and Williams 1981, Chomsky 1981, Mahajan 1990, to 
name a few), it has occasionally been pointed out that at least sometimes the head of an A-
chain behaves as if it were in its original position (cf. Postal 1970, 1971, Barss 1986, Belletti 
and Rizzi 1988, among others). For example, Belletti and Rizzi (1988) observe that Raising 
sentences such as (13a) exhibit a reconstruction effect, whereas Control sentences such as 
(13b) do not. 
(13) a. 
b. 
Replicants of themselves seemed to the~ [t to be ugly]. 
* Replicants of themselves promised the~ [PRO to become ugly]. 
(Belletti and Rizzi 1988: 316, credited to K: Johnson) 
Belletti and Rizzi further argue that the surface subje.ct in psych-verb sentences such as (14), 
base-generated in a position lower than the surface object, is derived by A-movement, and the 
anaphoric relation between the anaphor and the object in these sentences is an instance of A-
chain reconstruction effect.2 
(14) a. 
b. 
[These pictures of himself] bother t .fuhn. 
[Pictures of each other] annoy t the politicians. 
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c. [Each other's books] amazed t the men. 
The same point can be made with a middle (Stroik 1992). 
(15) Books about~ read t quickly for~· 
Barss (1986) observes that if the subject of a psych-verb sentence is raised, there is no 
decrease in grammaticality even if the subject contains an anaphor. 
(16) a. 
b. 
It seems that [1r [these pictures of each other] [vr bother t them]]. 
[These pictures of each other] seem [1r t' to [ vr bother t them]. 
(Barss 1986: 149) 
This is another piece of evidence that A-chain preserves anaphoric relation. 
Facts about Weak Crossover present further confirmation for this point. Consider 
the following examples. 
(17) a. It seems to every intelligent robot that [1p [its nose] is ugly]. 
b. ?? It seems to [the owner or' every intelligent robot] that [1p [its nose] is ugly]. 
(17a) has a reading in which the QP binds the pronoun. This shows that the preposition to 
does not hinder binding. (17b), on the other hand, does not readily allow the same reading, 
because the QP does not c-command the pronoun. This contrast is preserved if the 
embedded subject is raised. 
(18) a. (?) [Its nose] seems to every intelJigent robot [1p t to be ugly]. 
b. ?? [Its nose] seems to [the owner of every intelligent robot] [1p t to be ugly]. 
Furthermore, the difference between psych-predicates and non-psych-predicates shown in 
(19) remains the same in the raising context, as shown in (20). 
( 19) a. (?) His_ child reminds every man of his youth. 
b. *.His child touches every man on his elbow. 
(20) a. (?).His child always tends to seem to remind every man of his youth. 
b. * .His child always tends to seem to touch eyery man on his elbow. 
Additional examples are given below. 
(21) a. (?).His mother seems to every boy to believe him intelligent. 
b. * His mother seems to believe every boy intelligent. 
(22) a. (?) His mother's bread always tends to seem to every man to be 
the best there is. (David Lebeaux, p.c.) 
b. (?).His present wife seems to every man to be good. 
Thus, it seems safe to conclude that A-chain can exhibit reconstruction effects. 
So far, we have seen that both A-chain and A-bar chain may exhibit reconstruction 
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effects. Unlike A-bar chain reconstruction, however, A-chain reconstruction is not 
obligatory. Thus, A-chain does not yield "a Condition C violation as a result of 







Ma.cy's father seems to her to be great. 
The pictures of~ seem to her to be gorgeous. 
* It seems to~ that ~'s father is great. 
* It seems to ~ that the pictures of~ are gorgeous. 
If A-chain reconstruction were obligatory, the examples in (23) should be ungrammatical on a 
par with the examples in (24). Thus, the grammaticality of (23a, b) shows that A-chain 
reconstruction is optional. In other words, A-chain may but need "reconstruct". 
2.3. Anti-reconstruction Effect 







* Which report that J:Qhn was incompetent did ~ submit? 
Which report that J.Qhn revised did M submit? 
(Freidin 1986: 179) 
* Whose claim that .fuhn likes Mary did ~ deny t? 
Which claim that J.Qhn made did he later deny t? 
(Lebeaux 1990: 320) 
As we have seen in 2.1, "reconstruction" is obligatory with A-bar chain. Thus, we expect 
that all the four sentences above should be grammatical, contrary to the fact. From our 
perspective, what is strange (or irregular) is the grammaticality of the (b) examples. A 
crucial difference between the (a) sentences and (b) sentences is that, in the former, John is in 
the complement clause of a noun, whereas in the latter, the same NP is in the relative clause. 
Taking this complement/relative clause asymmetry as an instance of a more general 
argument/adjunct asymmetry, Lebeaux argues that if the fronted name is contained in an 
adjunct, it need not show syntactic connectivity. His generalization is supported by the 
following pairs (Lebeaux 1988: 146-147). 
(27) a. ?* Which pictures of fuhn did ~ destroy? 
b. which pictures near .fuhn did he destroy? 
(28) a. ?* Whose examination of .fuhn did ~ fear? 
b. Which examination near John did ~ peak at? 
In (27a) and (28a), John is (in) the complement of the fronted noun, yielding a Condition C 
violation as a result of reconstruction effect, whereas in (27b) and (28b ), John is contained in 
an adjunct PP, without showing such an effect. 
To summarize, we have seen that an R-expression contained in an adjunct can escape 
from reconstruction effects. 
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3. Previous Analyses 
In the previous section, we have observed five types of cases, which are summarized 
below. 
(29) Core Cases of Reconstruction Effects (R stands for "reconstruction.") 
A-chain 
Type I: A-R makes otherwise ungrammatical sentences grammatical. 
e.g. Replicants of themselves seemed to the boys to be ugly. 
(?) Its nose seems to every intelligent robot to be ugly. 
Type II: Anti-reconstruction effect with A-chain 
e.g. The pictures of Mary seem to her to be gorgeous. 
A-bar chain 
Type III: A-barR makes otherwise ungrammatical sentences grammatical. 
e.g. Which picture of herself do you think Mary bought? 
Which of his poems would every poet like to read? 
Type IV: A-barR makes otherwise grammatical sentences ungrammatical. 
e.g. *?Which picture of Mary do you think she bought? 
Whose claim that John likes Mary did he deny t? 
Type V: Anti-reconstruction effect with A-bar chain 
e.g. Which claim that John made did he later deny? 
Which pictures near .fuhn does~ like? 
A number of analyses have been proposed for reconstruction effects. None of them, 
however, can account for all of the five cases above. The following table summarizes the 
predictions made by major analyses of reconstruction effects. 
(30) Predictions of Previous analyses 
Facts LFRcn. NP-str. Chain B. Lebeaux 
Type I OK * , * , OK * 
------------------ ----------------- ------------------:------------------7------------------:------------------
' ' ' 
Type II OK OK , OK : * : OK 
' ' ' ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ................................................ '"'I'"' ................................................... T ...................................................... , ................................................... ... 
OK 
' ' ' 
Type III OK OK OK OK 
-- - - - - --- -- -- - - --- - ---- -------- -- -- --- - -- -- -- ----- -- -·- - --- ----- - -- - - - --. - - --- - - - --- - - - - -- -·- - - ---- -- - - -- -- ---
' ' ' 
' ' : * ' * : 
' ' ' 
Type IV * * * ------------------ ----------------- ----------------- -•--- --------------- ~----- ----------- --'------ ------------
' ' ' 
' ' ' TypeV OK * : * : * : ' ' ' OK 
' ' ' 
LF Rcn.: analyses employing the LF reconstruction rule proposed in Chomsky 
(1977b) or its variant 
NP-str.: NP-structure analysis of van Riemsdijk and Williams (1980) 
Chain B.: chain binding analysis of Barss (1986) 
Belletti and Rizzi's (1988) analysis makes the same predictions. 
Lebeaux: Lebeaux's (1988; 1990) analysis 
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Because of space limitation, I cannot discuss the previous analyses one by one here. Instead, 
I will present a new analysis which can explain all of the five cases. 
4. Copy a Approach 
I would like to suggest that movement is a copying operation optionally followed by 
a simplification operation that reduces/simplifies a full (copy of a) phrase to an empty 
category without internal syntactic structures, which is more or less equivalent to the "trace" 
of a standard conception. 3 
(31) Move a= Copy a(+ Simplify a). 
Consider first the following Type I example. 
(32).(?) ~nose seems to every intelligent robot to be ugly. 




"NP-movement" (=copy a) 
b. [itsj nose]i seems to [every intelligent robot]j [[itsj nose]i to be ugly] 
I I 
[+Case] [-Case] 
If Simplify a is not applied to (32b ), the lower occurrence of its is bound by every intelligent 
robot in LF. This derivation accounts for the grammaticality of (32). If the lower 
occurrence of its nose is simplified to an unstructured trace as in (33a), the structure will 
violate the Weak Crossover Constraint. If Simplify a applies to the upper occurrence of its 
nose, it reduces the structure of the Case-marked member of the chain, deleting its Case-
feature, as shown in (33b). Thus, the resultant structure is ruled out by the Case Filter, 
which states that each chain of an NP must have a Case. 
(33) a. * [itsj nose]i. ~ . [every intelligmt robot]j ... ~ ... 
I 
[+Case] 
b. * ~ ... [every intelligent robot]j ... [itsj nose]i ... 
I 
[-Case] 
Let us next consider (34), a Type II example. 
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(34) The pictures of .Ma.cy seem to oo to be gorgeous. 
a. seem to herj [the pictures of Maryj]i to be gorgeous 
1 
[-C~se] 
"NP-movement" (=Copy a) 
b. [the pictures of Maryjl seem to herj [the pictures of Maryj]i to be gorgeous 
I I 
[+Case] [-Case] 
In (34b ), the lower occurrence of Mary is bound by her. Thus, the structure as it is is in 
violation of Condition C. If the lower occutrence of the picture of Mary is simplified as in 
(35), it no longer violates Condition C, accounting for the grammaticality of the example (34). 
The upper occurrence of the pictures of Mary cannot be simplified for Case reasons as in 
(33b) above. 
(35) [the pictures of Maryj]i ... herj ... ~ ... 
Type III sentences such as (36) are accounted for in the same way as Type I 
sentences. After the wh-movement (=Copy a), (36) has a structure like (36a). 
(36) Which picture of~ does Mm like? 
a. [which picture of hersel~l does Maryj like [which picture of herselfj]i 
In (36a), the lower occurrence of herself is successfully bound by Mary. 
Let us now turn to Type IV sentences such as (37), which has a structure like (37a) 
after the wh-movement (=Copy a). 
(37) ?* Which picture of Macy does ~like? 
a. [which picture of Maryj]i does shej like [which picture of Maryjl 
(37a) violates Condition C. Thus, if Simplify a is not applied, the ungrammatical structure 
"correctly" obtains. However, if Simplify a is applied to the lower occurrence of which 
picture of Mary, the Condition C violation can be avoided, and hence (37) should be 
grammatical. The ungrammaticality of (37) thus suggests that the lower occurrence of the 
wh-phrase in (37a) cannot be simplified. Why is this the case? Note that there are two 
chains headed by which picture of Mary in (37a): a singleton A-chain and an A-bar chain with 
two members, as shown below. 




A-bar chain: [which picture of Maryj]i, [Which picture of Maryj]i 
I I 
[+Case] [+Case] 
To avoid a Condition C violation, it is necessarily to simplify the lower occurrence of which 
picture of Mary in (37b), which is simultaneously the sole member oftheA-chainand the tail 
of the A-bar chain. Thus, Simplify a, if applied, turns (37a) and (38) into (39). 
(39) [which picture of Maryj]i does shej like~ 
A-chain:~ 
A-bar chain: [which pictureofMaryj]i, ~ 
I 
[+Case] 
Note that the A-chain has lost the information of [+Case]. Thus, if the Case Filter applies to 
each chain (each A-chain and each A-bar chain) rather than to each "extended chain" ((A-bar 
chain+) A-chain), the sentence is ruled out. I suggest that this is in fact the case. A-bar 
chain exhibits obligatory reconstruction effects because the head of the A-chain related to it 
cannot be simplified due to the Case Filter. 
In sum, I have argued that, if we assume· ( 40), we can naturally account for the 
reconstruction effects of various sorts. 
(40) a. 
b. 
Move a = Copy a ( + Simplify a) 
The Case Filter: 
Each chain (A-chain, A-bar chain) of an NP must have a Case. 
Up to this pqint, I have been deliberately loose about the definition of "bind" as used 
in the Binding Conditions and the Weak Crossover Constraint. For the Copy a analysis of 
reconstructio~ effects to work properly, the standard definition of "bind" (41a) must be 
slightly modified as in ( 42). 
(41) a. 
b. 
a binds f3 if 
(i) a c-commands f3, and 
(ii) a and f3 are coindexed. 
a is free if not bound. 
( 42) a binds f3 if 
(i) a c-commands one of the occurrences of f3, and 
(ii) a and f3 are coindexed. 
Finally, let us consider Type V sentences such as ( 41 ). 
(43) Which claim that .fuhn made did~ later deny? 
If which claim that John made as a whole is base-generated at the object position, (43) has an 
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LF representation like ( 44 ). 
(44) [which claim that Johnj made]i did hej later deny [which claim that Johnj made]i? 
Since the lower occurrence of the wh-phrase cannot be simplified for Case reasons, the 
sentence is predicted to be ungrammatical in violation of Condition C, contrary to the fact. 
Thus, we are led to the conclusion that which claim that John made as a whole is not base-
generated at the object position. Here, I adopt Lebeaux's (1988, 1990) suggestion: adjunct 
phrases such as a relative clause, being adjuncts, need not be at D-structure, and they can be 
inserted at a later stage of derivation between D-structure and S-structure. Given this, the 
relative clause in (43) can be inserted after the wh-movement, giving rise to an LF 
representation like ( 45). 
(45) [which claim [that Johnj made]]i did hej later deny [which claim]i? 
This structure does not violate Condition C. ( 43) is therefore grammatical. 
5. Internal Subject and Articulated IP 
We have been assuming the following clause structure proposed in Chomsky ( 1986): 
[cr C [1p Subject I [vp V Object]]]. A number of recent works have given evidence that a 
clause has much more elborated sturucture than was preiously thought. In particular, it is by 
now fairly clear that subjects are base-generated inside VP (the Internal Subject Hypothesis) 
(Kuroda 1988, Koopman and Sportiche 1991, among others), and that what has been called 
Infl in fact consists of several independent cagtegories such as AGRs, T(ense), AGRo, etc. 
(the Split Infl Hypothesis) (Pollock 1989, Chomsky 1988). Accordng to these hypotheses, 
subject and object raise to the Spec of AGRsP and AGRoP respectively at some point of 
derivation (Chomsky 1988, Mahajan 1990, Lasnik and Saito 1991, etc.). (i) If these 
hypotheses are correct, (ii) if movement is a copying operation, and (iii) if Simplify a is 
optional, ( 46) could have an LF representation like ( 46a) 
( 46) * His mother loves everyone. 
a. [AGRsP [hisi mother ]j loves [AGRoP everyonei tAGRo 
[vp [hisi mother]j [v, tv everyonei ]]]] 
In (46a), his is bound by the upper occurrence of everyone, satisfying the Weak Crossover 
Constraint. It is therefore incorrectly predicted that (46) is grammatical. Thus, at least one 
of the three assumptions mentioned above must be incorrect. Abandoning (i) is most costly, 
and (ii) must be maintained to account for the reconstruction effects discussed in the earlier 
sections. Thus, it seems that it is (iii) that must be given up. I would like to propose that 
Simplify a must apply to each chain (each A-chain and each A-bar chain) once and only once 
at a point of derivation of the chain, in such a way that it will yield a representation as 
economical(= simple) as possible. Given this, the two chains in (46) have derivations like 
the following. 
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(47) kaRsP ... [vp [hisi mother]j ... ]] 
! Copy a 
kaRsP [hisi mother ]j . . . [ vP [hisi mother ]j . . . ]] 
! Simplify a 
kaRsP [hisi mother ]j . . . [ vP ~ ... ]] 
(48) kCRoP ... [yp ... everyonei]] 
! Copy a 
[AcRoP everyonei ... [vp ... everyoneaJ 
! Simplify a 
[AGRoP everyonei ... [ vP ... ~ ]] 
his mother in the Spec of AGRs and everyone in the Spec of AGRo cannot be simplified for 
Case/Agreement reasons. On this analysis, (46) has an LF representation like (49).4 
(49) [AGRsP [hisi mother]j loves [AGRoP everyonei t~GRo [vp ~ [v· tv tj]]]] 
. This structure is correctly ruled out as a Weak Crossover violation. 
If an A-chain has more than two members, more than one derivation is possible. 
Generally, ann-membered chain has n- I legitimate derivations. For instance, a three-
membered chain has two possible derivations, as shown below. 
(50) a. 
[ ... XPi ... ] 
! Copy a 
[XPi [ ... XPi ... ]] 
~ Simplify a 
[XPi [ ... ~ ... ]] 
~ Copy a 
[XPi [XPi [ ... fi ... ]]] 
b. 
[ ... XPi ... ] 
~ Copy a 
[XPi [ ... XPi ... ]] 
~ Copya 
[XPi [XPi [ ... XPi ... ]]] 
~ Simplify a 
[XPi [ ~ [ ... ~ ... ]]] 
(50a) type derivation is used in Type I sentences such as (51) below, whereas (SOb) type 
derivation is used in Type II sentences such as (52). 
(51)(?) Its nose seems to eyecy intelligent robot to be ugly. 
a. [itsj nose]i seems to [every intelligent robot]j [[itsj nose]i to be~ ugly] 
(52) The pictures of~ seems to her to be gorgeous. 
a. [the pictures of Maryj]i seem to herj [ tj to be~ gorgeous] 
The slight unnaturalness of (51) might indicate that the derivation in (50a) is less preferable to 
the one in (SOb). If so, this might be due to some kind of "principle of economy" (such as 
"economy of representation", "lateness principle", or "procrastinate"). 
6. Conclusion 
In this squib, I have shown that the hypothesis that movement is a copying operaton 
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followed by a simplification operation readily explains various kinds of (anti-)reconstruction 
effects observed in English. I have considered two versions of the hypothesis: one version 
assumes optionality of Simplify a, whereas the rule is obligatory in the other version. 
Which one is to be chosen depends on analyses of clausal structure. 
Notes 
*This sqib was originally written in early 1992 as a term paper for a class at MIT, and hence it 
was not intended for circulation. At that time it was handed out for a few friends to hear 
comments. Quite unexpectedly, however, it was widely circulated underground, and cited 
by a number of papers (e.g. Grewendorf and Sabel 1999 in NLLT 17). I have therefore 
decided to publish it here for the sake of record. The present version is identical to the 
original version except for stylistic corrections. I would like to thank the following people 
for their comments on the original version: Jun Abe, Noam Chomsky, Doug Jones, and Alec 
Marantz. 
1 Syntactic connectivity also arises when a sentence involves an operator movement. I will 
not discuss it in this paper. 
2 The following Italian sentences exemplify similar points. 
(i) psych-predicate 
Questi pettegolezzi su di se preoccupano Gianni piu di ogni altra cosa. 
'These gossips about himself worry Gianni more than anything else.' 
(Belletti and Rizzi 1988: 312) 
(ii) Raising 
a. * I proprii genitori glii hanno telefonato ieri. 
his own parents him called yesterday 
b. I proprii genitori glii sembrano [e i piu simpatici]. 
his own parents to him seem the nicest 
(Belletti and Rizzi 1988: 315) 
3 In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the LF side of derivations. In the PF side, only the 
head of a chain will ultimately get pronounced (in most languages). 
4 If everyone undergoes QR from the Spec of AGRo, then, the LF representation will be 
slightly more complex than in ( 49). 
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